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QUESTION 1

Which statements are true regarding a daemon? (Choose three) 

A. A daemon process is associated to the system terminal. 

B. A daemon process is associated to the user that launched the process. 

C. A daemon will wait for some event to occur to trigger action on the part of the daemon. 

D. A daemon process is launched by the system. 

E. A daemon process is not associated with a terminal or a graphical environment. 

F. The user that launched the daemon will control what the daemon does based on the user\\'s input. 

Correct Answer: DEF 

 

QUESTION 2

Which file contains information about secondary groups on the system? 

A. /etc/second.grp 

B. /var/share/group 

C. etc/sysconflg/group 

D. /etc/group 

E. /var/lib/group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens when you launch yast2 without specifying a module name? 

A. YaST displays an error message and terminates 

B. The YaST Control Center appears. 

C. YaST switches to ncurses mode and automatically launches the Module Selector. 

D. YaST switches to ncurses mode. 

E. YaST switches to graphical mode. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

firewalld maintains two separate configurations. What are they named? (Choose two) 

A. Runtime 

B. Temporary 

C. Production 

D. Permanent 

E. Static 

F. Testing 

G. Fixed 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: Firewalld uses two separated configuration sets, runtime, and permanent configuration. 

The runtime configuration is the actual running configuration and it is not persistent on reboots. When the 

firewalld service starts it loads the permanent configuration which becomes the runtime configuration. 

https://www.supportsages.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about- firewalld/#:~:text=Firewalld%20uses%
20two%20separated%20configuration,which%20bec omes%20the%20runtime%20configuration. 

 

QUESTION 5

In the scripts subdirectory under your home directory there is a file named tstparse.sh. You want to set an Extended
ACL so thejsmith user has all permissions to just this file. Which command will accomplish this? 

A. setacl -a user:jsmith:rwx -/scripts/tstparse.sh 

B. extacl -a user=jsmith:rwx -/scripts/tstparse.sh 

C. modacl user=jsmith:rwx -/scripts/tstparse.sh 

D. setfacl -m u:jsmith:rwx -/scripts/tstparse.sh 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Which command will display the value of a variable named TMPDIR? 

A. val $TMPDIR 

B. echo STMPDIR 

C. echo TMPDIR\\' 
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D. val "STMPDIR" 

E. echo TMPDIR 

F. show "STMPDIR\\'" 

G. echo \\'STMPDIR\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Assume you need to make the third menu entry of your GRUB2 boot menu your default menu selection. What tasks
must be completed to accomplish this? (Choose two) 

A. Run the grub2-mkconfig command 

B. Edit the /etc/default/grub file and set GRUB_DEFAULX to 2 

C. Run the mkinitrd command 

D. Edit /etc/grub2/custom.cfg and set GRUB_MENU to3 

E. Edit the /boot/grub2/menu.cfg file and set MENU_DEFAULT to 3 

F. Run the systemctl reload systemd command 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statements about using the -U option and the -F option when running the rpm command are true? (Choose two) 

A. The -U option will install a package whether or not a previous version of the package is already installed. 

B. The -F option will install a package whether or not a previous version of the package is already installed. 

C. The -U option remove all binaries, scripts, links, and documentation files associated with the RPM in the RPM
Database. 

D. The -F option will verify (fix) a broken application based on the information in the RPM Database. 

E. The -U option will remove all the binaries in the package from the file system and update the RPM Database. 

F. The -F option will install a package only if a previous version of the package is already installed. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which process ID is assigned to systemd? 
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A. it is the only process with no system ID. 

B. 1 

C. 1001 

D. 0 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: The program systemd is the process with process ID 1. It is responsible for initializing the system in the
required way. systemd is started directly by the kernel and resists signal 9, which normally terminates processes. All
other programs are either started directly by systemd or by one of its child processes.
https://documentation.suse.com/sles/15-GA/html/SLES-all/cha-systemd.html 

 

QUESTION 10

The openSUSE Leap version of Linux is designed for which types of user environments? (Choose two) 

A. Environments requiring High-Availability 

B. Desktop power users 

C. Users requiring only secure terminal access 

D. Data Center environments 

E. Developers 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

What does the term "action* mean when referring to system logging in SUSE Linux Enterprise? 

A. An action defines where a log message ends up such as in a regular file or database table. 

B. An action is used to define the severity of a log message. 

C. An action is used to filter out desired log messages for processing. 

D. An action is a process that the issuing facility must go through before issuing the log message. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

What does the file /etc/hosts provide? 

A. Local name resolution 
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B. The hostname of this system 

C. A list of DNS servers to use 

D. List of domains to search 

E. List of routes to take to remote hosts 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: https://documentation.suse.com/ko-kr/sles/15-SP1/html/SLES-all/cha- network.html 

 

QUESTION 13

Which Network Interface type supported by SLES is used for link aggregation? 

A. Basic 

B. Bridge 

C. VPN 

D. Bond 

E. Custom 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

After the Kernel has been loaded during the boot process, which component will handle hardware detection? 

A. udev 

B. devmgr 

C. initramfs 

D. hal 

E. devfsd 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

When using the nice command, which of the following is the higher priority, -15 or 7? 

A. 7 

B. -15 
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C. Neither since the values are not within the acceptable range. \ 

D. It depends on the system priority set by the scheduler when the task was launched. 

Correct Answer: C 
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